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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning to Read can be divided into 2 parts:  Word Level reading and Language Level reading.If a student is to become a successful reader, the student must master the Word Level reading skills before they focus on Language Level reading skills.In school, students are typically taught the Word Level skills in Kindergarten through Grade 3. They learn to read.  Beginning in Grade 4, the students read to learn.  Reading instruction shifts to the Language Level skills, assuming that each student has mastered the Word Level skills. Unfortunately, this is not always true.  Many students experiencing reading difficulties in later grades have not mastered the Word Level skills.When considering English Language Learners, depending on the student’s previous education and the differences between their first language and English, you may find it necessary to teach English Word Level reading skills to older students, even adults.Do you know what each of these skills mean or involve?  When I began teaching I only had a vague understanding.  I will review what each of these skills are and make suggestions for supporting our readers.



Building Blocks of Reading

Phonological 
Awareness

Word Level

Phonetic 
Awareness

Blending & 
Segmenting 
Phonemes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with the Word Level reading skills of phonological awareness, phonetic awareness, then blending & segmenting phonemes.



Word Level

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

How I wonder what you are.

Up above the world so high,

Like a diamond in the sky.

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

How I wonder what you are.

Phonological 
Awareness  Oral only

• Rhyme awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phonological awareness is the non-reading part of reading.  It involves listening & speaking only – absolutely no print!There are a number of phonological awareness skills.  Rhyme AwarenessCan student hear & identify rhyming words?   EAL students may find it difficult to offer rhyming words, but even beginners can be taught to hear rhymes.Some languages do not place importance on rhyming so it could be a foreign concept for an EAL student.  Example:  In Korean, all sentences end with verbs & usually 3 verb endings – so there is  little point in rhyming.  This is changing somewhat with K-Pop, but even then, English words are often used to make a rhyme.



Word Level

Me 2!  Me to!  Me too!

I dunno.

My names Liz.

What duzeedoo after school?

Phonological 
Awareness  Oral only

• Rhyme awareness

• Word awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Word AwarenessCan student identify individual spoken words?  If a student cannot separate the sounds they hear into words, communication is very difficult.  Children in English-speaking families have time to learn this as they grow up listening to English everyday.  This is not true for English language learners.  In addition, we often elide (omit) sounds or slur words together making it difficult for English learners to identify words.  Homonyms can also create confusion.Consider:Me 2 vs Me too vs Me toI dunno  - I do not know.My names Liz.  - My name is Liz.What duzeedoo after school?  -  What does he do after school?



Word Level

go

pen

table

Phonological 
Awareness  Oral only

• Rhyme awareness

• Word awareness

• Phoneme awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phoneme Awareness:Can student count the # of and identify the individual sounds in a spoken word?Fun Fact:  There are 44 phonemes in Canadian English….not to be confused with the 26 letters in our alphabet.



Word Level

bat
onset

b
rime

at

change
onset

ch
rime
ange

Phonological 
Awareness  Oral only

• Rhyme awareness

• Word awareness

• Phoneme awareness

• Onset vs rime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Onset vs Rime Can student identify beginning sound in a spoken word vs the rest of the word?



Word Level

• Rhyme awareness

• Word awareness

• Phoneme awareness

• Onset vs rime

• Syllable awareness

Book

Pillow

Street

Phonological 
Awareness  Oral only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Syllable Awareness:Can student count # of syllables in a spoken word and identify them?Do they know that each syllable contains one vowel sound?   Not to be confused with the number of vowel letters after they learn to spell.Does their first language create confusion – English pronunciation of ‘street’ vs Korean pronunciation of ‘suh tuh ree tuh’  The confusion is caused by Korean’s lack of consonant blends.



Word Level Phonetic 
Awareness

• Sound → letter connection ă = a       ā = ai
s  a  t  i p  n

it
in
sat
sit

pin
pan
pat
tip

past
pant
pants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phonetic Awareness is when students learn to associate letters with the sounds they know.   Some educators think it is beneficial to teach students to concentrate on the sound and learn to associate letters that can make that sound, rather than focusing on the letter(s) and then matching them to sounds.When you teach phonetic Awareness:Begin with one spelling for each sound.  For example:  a = short a sound, ai = long a soundIt is not necessary to follow the order of the alphabet.  In fact, many phonics programs start with common letters that allow students to immediately begin reading & writing words (Blending & Segmenting Phonemes).  Example:  Jolly Phonics begins with the letter sounds:  s, a, t, i, p, n.  These six sounds/letters allow students to make a wide variety of words such as:  it, in, sat, sit, pin, pan, tip, past, pant, pants.  You’ll notice I did not mention the word ‘is’ as it does not follow phonics rules for pronunciation.Continue to introduce letters to match the sounds until the student knows one spelling for every sound.  Ensure the student learns each sound-letter to the point of automaticity – like a reflex.  Continue to practice blending & segmenting as students learn more letter sounds.



Word Level

• Sound → letter connection

• Alternative spellings

Phonetic 
Awareness

ī  (long i sound) =   ie igh i_e y

ē (long e sound) =   ee ea e_e y 

f =    ph ugh     ff

or = our  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the student knows a letter/spelling for each sound – begin to teach alternative spellings for sounds.Incorporate these alternate spellings into the blending & segmenting work.Examples:  long e     ee = meet a friend       ea = meat/protein     e_e = mete out punishment    y = city                  long I     ie = pie            igh = light          i_e = like, mine         y = my, try                  f              ph = photograph, elephant        ugh = laugh, cough, enough        ff = stuff, fluff, buffIn Canada    or = our   colour, honour



Word Level

• Sound → letter connection

• Alternative spellings

• Exceptions (tricky words) & spelling rules

Phonetic 
Awareness

I
she
give
because

come
one
there

When 2 vowels go walking,…..

make

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing the rules of English phonics will not work for reading every word.  That is because English is a mix of at least 10 languages.  If you know the origin of a word, you could use the spelling/pronunciation rules of that language to help you – but who knows the origin of every word?  Not me!  Students need to learn that phonics can help us try to sound out new words, but some words will just have to be memorized.  There are some spelling rules and strategies students can learn to assist with words that do not follow English phonics.   (come, one, there)Examples:  Use phonics to try to sound out the word.  If it does not sound like a word you know – try the other vowel sound (short vs long vowel) -   sheSpelling rules:  When 2 vowels go walking, the first one says its name.  Silent/Magic/Mommy E.



Word Level

• Blending to read

Blending & 
Segmenting 
Phonemes

1. Look at word.  Ask student to identify each 
sound in the word.

2. Pointing to the corresponding letters, 
repeat the series of sounds, gradually 
bringing the sounds closer together.

3. Begin to blend some sounds together:  
onset vs rime or from first to last.

4. Finally, say the word as a unit.

tan

t....a....n
t...a...n
t..a..n
t.a.n

t.an   or ta.n

tan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blending & Segmenting Phonemes.Blending phonemes is what you do when you sound out a word - reading.  To teach blending:Have the student look at the word.  Ask student to identify each sound in the word.Pointing to the corresponding letters, repeat the series of sounds, gradually bringing the sounds closer together.Begin to blend some sounds together:  onset vs rime or from first to last.Finally, say the word as a unit.Start with short, simple words. Ensure students have a strong/automatic knowledge of their phonics.Gradually add longer words.As students learn more sound/letter spellings, use words with those spellings.



Word Level

• Blending to read

• Segmenting to write

Blending & 
Segmenting 
Phonemes

1. Teacher says the word – Student listens.
2. Ask student to identify the number of 

sounds in the word.
3. Student identifies each sound.
4. Student identifies a spelling for each sound.
5. Does word look familiar? Try alternate 

spelling?

# sounds?

3
s ea d

seed

sead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Segmenting phonemes is isolating each sound in a word so you can spell it.  To teach segmenting:Teacher says the word – Student listens.  SEEDAsk student to identify the number of sounds in the word.Student identifies each sound.Student identifies a spelling for each sound.Check the spelling – does each letter/spelling match the sound?Does word look familiar? Try alternate spelling?An advantage English-speaking students have over English learners is that they may recognize the word & it’s meaning once it is said aloud.  You can help English language learners by providing pictures to illustrate each word.



Word Level

• Blending to read

• Segmenting to write

• Word fluency

Blending & 
Segmenting 
Phonemes

advertisement

café

garage

mobile

aluminum

vitamin

privacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Word fluency     involves:the pronunciation of each soundsaying the sounds of the word together  - smoothly – not separated sounds.knowing syllables and which one to stress.  Some languages do not stress one syllable per word (ie. Korean – sounds like machine gun or angry) or English language learners may stress the wrong syllable creating confusion.  (ie.  My dad always said, “You need to put the right emPHAsis on the correct syLLAable.”Consider how you might react to the the British pronunciation of these words:  uhd-VER-tis-muhnt, CAF-eh, GAR-age, (changes in stressed syllables)… MOH-bye-il, al-lu-MIN-i-um (changes in # of syllables/stressed syllable)… VIT-uh-mun, PRI-vuh-cee (change in pronunciation of sound)



Word Level

• Blending to read

• Segmenting to write

• Word fluency

• Sight words, Dolch word list

Blending & 
Segmenting 
Phonemes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sight words are words that a person can read without thinking.  They know them automatically.The Dolch word list shows 220 words, organized by grade and frequency, that students should learn to recognize (read & write) automatically.  These are words found across curricula & topics. It is a mixture of nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs as well as prepositions and conjunctions.  When working with English language learners, please consider how you teach these words.  



Word Level Prepositions

to wait on  - to wait for

to approve of

to count on

in the morning

on Sunday

at supper time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prepositions and conjunctions can be more difficult to define or illustrate.  Consider teaching how they are used in English as part of your instruction.  For example:  instead of teaching prepositions in isolation, teach them with a verb (to wait on – to wait for) or as part of a phrase (in the morning, on Sunday, at supper time).  



Word Level Conjunctions

I like ice cream and pizza.

You can use a pencil or a pen.

I can swim, but I cannot fly.

I can do everything but fly.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When teaching conjunctions, it can be helpful to understand the meaning implied by that conjunction.  For example:  ‘and’ hints a connection or similarity between items (I like ice cream and pizza.)  ‘or’ implies a choice of one or the other, not both  (You can use a pencil or a pen.)  ‘but’ implies opposites on either side of the conjunction (I can swim, but I cannot fly./I can do everything but fly.)



Building Blocks of Reading

Phonological 
Awareness Vocabulary

Comprehension

Fluency

Word Level Language Level

Phonetic 
Awareness

Blending & 
Segmenting 
Phonemes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’ll look at the Language Level reading skills.



Vocabulary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An expansive vocabulary, covering a wide variety of topics, is a major key to reading comprehension.  Without words (in whatever form they take), one cannot become a successful reader.I’m sure you have heard of the 3 tiers of vocabulary:  Tier 1 is the vocabulary of general conversation.  Tier 2 words are often referred to as academic words. They are words that appear across curriculum areas & topics.  Tier 3 words are subject-specific words.Students encounter Tier 1 words everyday – both in and outside school.  Tier 3 words are highlighted in lessons as they are keywords and often appear on tests.  Math teachers will teach words like equation, prime number, decimal, place value, or factoring.  Science words may include osmosis, cytoplasm, life cycle.Tier 2 words are massively important for improving reading skills.  Words such as compare, contrast, analysis, differ, indicative of, tangible, succinct may be encountered in textbooks, or even be spoken by teachers, yet their definitions & usage are less often explicit taught or explored in a classroom.  These words do not just make a person sound smart, they give readers access to a wider world of knowledge and experiences.  I cannot put enough stress on the importance of explicitly teaching Tier 2 words at all grade levels.



Vocabulary

• Explore texts looking for new words
• Student-friendly definition(s)
• Synonyms or related words
• Antonyms
• Homonyms
• Word parts:  root word, prefixes, suffixes
• How words are used in sentences
• Pronunciation of words (don’t forget the stressed 

syllable)

What to study:



Vocabulary How?

o Personal dictionary
o Word(s) of the week  (at least one academic 

word)
o Stump the teacher
o Scale & rank words
o Vocabulary games
o Challenge students to apply new vocabulary 

in- & outside school

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is an example of a simple Personal Dictionary on this slide.  I give students small lined booklets from a dollar store.  They write any English words they do not know well and a translation beside it.  Double spacing their words makes it easier to read.  They should be on the lookout for new words both inside & outside school.  They can refer to their dictionaries as a reminder or to test themselves.For Word of the Week, sometimes I provide words (often from the Academic word list) or I ask students for suggestions of words.  During the week, the students should be on the lookout for that word in everything they read. Together you can study its meaning and usage.  Students can add them to their Personal Dictionaries.Stump the Teacher – see if students can find new words for their classmates to learn and, perhaps, stump their teacher at the same time!  Students suggesting the new words must be able to explain the words’ meanings and usage to the class.In my resources file/notes, you will find the rules for my Vocabulary Flash Card game and a set of word cards based on the BUSD Kindergarten Academic word list.Challenge students to apply new vocabulary words both in their school work & outside of school.  They can share with the class.



Comprehension Vocabulary

Grammar & 
Syntax

Background 
InformationInferencing

Attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comprehension:  Five factors form the basis of comprehension:  vocabulary, grammar & syntax, background information, inferencing, and attention.  If any are missing or weak, a reader will struggle to comprehend what they are reading.  While I stressed vocabulary earlier – the other 4 aspects are equally important.  I could teach you hundreds of Korean words, but without a knowledge of grammar & syntax, you would not understand how they are being used in a sentence.  (Many Korean sentences do not show a subject and the verb appears at the end.) Without knowledge of Korean culture, you may not understand the circumstances described in the sentence or the feelings being inferred.  Without attention….?  You get the picture.



Comprehension

• Organization 
of words

• Meanings & 
relationships 
of words

• Sounds of 
words

• How to build 
words

Morphology Phonology

SyntaxSemantics

Grammar & 
Syntax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grammar is the set of rules a language uses to convey meaning.It includes morphology (how to build words) Ex. Root words, prefixes, suffixes;  phonology (the sounds of words); semantics (the meanings & relationships of words) Ex. Destination & last stop could be the same thing but meanings are subtly different; and syntax (the arrangement of words) Ex parts of a sentence (noun, verb object etc), clauses, phrases, types of sentences.  While syntax is part of grammar, it can be helpful to list it separately to remind us to study how the organization of words also creates meaning.



Comprehension Explaining verb tenses:
Past Simple  vs  Past Continuous

I dropped my phone.

I was dropping my phone.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One grammar item that causes difficulty for many teachers is explaining verb tenses – not how to construct them – but when to use one tense instead of another. For example:  When to use the Past Simple vs the Past Continuous/Past Progressive tense.  I have found that teaching students the meaning of the verb tenses is the key!  For example:  Compare the meaning of:  “I dropped my phone.” vs “I was dropping my phone.”  (the latter is fun to demonstrate) To help with this, you’ll find a verb chart in my resources file that explains the meaning of each verb tense.



Comprehension

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A thought about teaching grammar.  Have you ever been frustrated by teaching a grammar lesson. Giving students worksheets to practice the grammar – and they do well on the worksheets - only to find they do not know how to apply your grammar lesson to their own writing?  I certainly have!I have done away with most of my grammar worksheets and found more success with mini-grammar lessons. I find grammar issues by studying my students’ writing and start with issues that are easier to teach & create noticeable improvements.  For instance, many of my students struggle with run-on sentences.  Here is my run-on sentence mini-lesson.  Note:  students copy this lesson into their Mini-Lesson section of their notebooks for future reference.I begin my writing my own example of a run-on sentence on the board.I ask the students to identify how many ideas are in my sentence.  (hopefully they say 3 for this example)We identify those 3 ideas by underlining them in different colours.I then give them a simple rule:  one simple sentence = 1 idea.    Or   1 idea = 1 sentenceI then ask them how we end a sentence.  (Since we have likely taught sentence construction earlier, most will respond “with a period”)I ask how we start a sentence. (class should respond “with a capital letter”)We then work together to rewrite the text in three simple sentences, as shown in the pink box.  I purposely tried to avoid starting each sentence on the left margin – avoiding a list of sentences.)



Comprehension

Background 
Information

Underground Railroad

conductor

station

load of 
potatoes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without background information about the Underground Railroad, how can we understand the use of terms such as ‘conductor, station, or load of potatoes’ when reading Underground to Canada? 



Comprehension

Inferencing

Facts:
1. There are 2 girls.
2. The girls are sitting down.
3. One girl is eating pizza.
4. Both girls are smiling.

Inferences:
1. I think the girls are happy, 

because they are smiling.
2. I think the girls are tired, because 

they are sitting down.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making inferences can be done with visuals as well as text.  You could start by teaching students how to make inferences from pictures and then move to text.Without inferencing, one misses the depth of what they are reading. 



Comprehension

Attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lack of attention? … well, no reading happens with attention!Attention can also mean paying attention to details in the text you are reading – choice of vocabulary, choice of text structure/style, voice, punctuation, 



Comprehension Vocabulary

Grammar & 
Syntax

Background 
InformationInferencing

Attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do things like  Before Reading, During Reading & After Reading questions & strategies come into play?  Here – as part of comprehension.  Some questions or strategies will target vocabulary building, while others will target grammar & syntax, background knowledge, inferencing, or attention.Part of comprehension is recognizing the beginning, middle, and end of a story.  Or for older students:  recognizing the exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, & resolution.Skimming & scanning help you notice key vocabulary or information.Previewing draws your attention to the topic at hand. It encourages you to draw from background information you already know or it may encourage you to seek more background information before reading.An awareness of different text structures (cause & effect, persuasive, narrative, etc) helps you make more sense of the vocabulary, grammar, and syntax you encounter, hopefully allowing you to analyze and summarize the information, and draw inferences from it.  This is where my previous teaching reading knowledge fit in – reading the headings & subheadings, noticing the bolded text, or other text features and graphics.  My previous knowledge only addressed PART of comprehension…..that’s why I struggled to help my weaker readers. I didn’t have the whole picture!



Fluency the ability to read with speed, accuracy, and proper expression

Korean & Italian = syllable timed language

Every syllable has more or less equal emphasis.

English = stress timed language

Some syllables are strong and others are weak.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fluency is defined as the ability to read with speed, accuracy, and proper expression.Good fluency is massively important for people who are listening to reading.  Without a steady pace, accurate pronunciation, punctuation pauses, and expression – listening to read is painful and difficult.  Have you ever listening to a pdf being read by a computer?  Yuck!Fluency is also important for the reader.  Even when reading to oneself, a good reader will follow a steady, understandable pace. They will pause – even if ever so briefly – for punctuation…aiding their own comprehension of the text.  Many readers will even hear different voices or expression in their heads when reading dialogue or varying text.We already noted that fluency at the word level involves proper pronunciation of the word sounds and correct syllable stress. Sentences have their own flow and stress points creating rhythm.Some languages, like Korean & Italian, are syllable timed languages.  To the English ear, they tend to sound like machine guns because every syllable has equal emphasis.  English, however, is a stress timed language.  Key words are stressed.  Other words are slurred together or elided to keep a comprehensible rhythm.  Try the following sentence rhythm exercise with me.  (do example)



Fluency

1. FIre KItchen.
2. FIre in      KItchen.
3. Fire in the KItchen.
4. a FIre in the KItchen.
5. There’s a FIre in the KItchen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will do this exercise 2 times.  The first will be slow, the second faster.Listen to the stress syllables vs unstressed syllables and what we do in English to keep our rhythm steady.Now listen to how it would sound if read as a syllable timed language.



Fluency

Paragraph

Story

Essay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paragraphs and longer texts have a rhythm or flow as well.  Compare the reader’s voice when beginning a story….”Once upon a time, there were three bears who lived in a forest – Mama Bear, Papa Bear, and Baby Bear.” versus reading a non-fiction text “Cats make better pets than dogs.”Learning when to pause and for how long, helps both the listener and the reader comprehend the text being read.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope this presentation has given you a better understanding of what is involved in the teaching of reading and some ideas for how you can teach these skills.  It would be impossible to include every strategy and activity idea in one presentation.  Primary teachers are excellent resources for anyone wanting to learn more about the teaching of reading. It is a major part of the curriculum they teach!  Many schools or school divisions have reading specialists on staff too.  The internet is full of ideas – and many of them are free.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have 3 favourite books I would like to share with you.Equipped for Reading Success by David Kilpatrick is an excellent resource for anyone wanting to learn more about Phonological Awareness and Phoneme Awareness.The Reading Strategies Book by Jennifer Serravallo is full of strategies for teaching reading skills.  These strategies can be applied to any text you wish.Well Said by Linda Grant is a book for teaching pronunciation & fluency.  It’s where I found the fluency exercise.  There’s lots more!



Liz Rowley

Instructional Coach – EAL

South East Cornerstone Public SD

Liz.Rowley@secpsd.ca

Work Cell:  (306) 461-5407

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for listening. Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or additional information you would like to share.
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